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VEGETABLE GROWING AS A 4-H CLUB PROJECT
The growing of vegetable crops as Club projects has

many values to recommend it to boys and e ti. These
values may be summarized as follows:

(1) Vegetables grow rapidly and return a Dshorter time than almost any other farm crop. Such vegeta s

for example as lettuce, radishes, early cabbage, green onions, peas,
spinach, early beets, and carrots will have completed their growth
inside of 3 months and a cash income derived from them. Even
with vegetables that take a longer growing season, such as tomatoes,
sweet corn, beans, squash, and onions, income is obtained before the
end of the growing season.

(2) The 4-H Club member has a wide range of crops from
which to choose, for there are more than 30 vegetables from which
to select the five or more to be grown in a project or a single crop
that may be suited particularly well to the soil and climate of the
club member's garden.

(3) A small piece of ground intensively farmed will produce
a large quantity of vegetables, hence only a small area of land is
necessary for a garden crop project.

(4) In so far as sales of crops are concerned, vegetables have
a high gross value, which makes them attractive crops to grow.
Furthermore, there is usually a ready sale for fresh vegetables.

(5) The garden products that are grown by the club member
may be shared by the members of the family, the fresh vegetables
supplying the table for the needs of all.

(6) Vegetables are extremely important as an element in the
healthful diet of the family and because of this fact are becoming
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2 4-H CLUB GARDEN PROJECT

more popular each year. In the nutrition of the American family
today the vegetable occupies a very important place. The club mem-
ber should feel, therefore, that in carrying out a garden club project
he is assisting in maintaining the health and proper living of the
family.

CHOICE OF CROPS
In choosing vegetables for a project, it is necessary that the

club member select those that are best suited to his or her climatic
conditions, which naturally vary considerably over the state. For
example, the warm-season crops, such as tomatoes, cucumbers,
melons, peppers, eggplant, beans, sweet corn, etc., naturally grow
particularly well in the warmer sections of the state. In the Wil-
lamette Valley it does not make a great deal of difference what kind
of vegetables are selected; for almost all kinds are grown with equal
success. In the cooler sections of the state, such as the coast counties
and those neighboring the coast counties, it is necessary that one
select those vegetables that grow particularly well under the cooler
temperatures, such as cabbage, head lettuce, spinach, cauliflower,
peas, beets, carrots, parsnips, turnips, and celery.

There is also another matter to be taken into consideration in
choosing crops. The club member must decide whether he or she is
going to grow early vegetables, with a view of having these grown
and sold before the summer has progressed very far, or the later
crops that mature, for the most part, in the fall. There are ad-
vantages and disadvantages to both the early and late crops. The
advantage in growing the early vegetable is that they can be quickly
grown and disposed of so that the project is more or less rapidly
completed. A particular disadvantage, however, of the early crop
project is that it is not possible for the club member to participate
in fall exhibitions, which are important in providing an opportunity
to display his or her products.

In choosing a single crop, the two factors of climate and soil
types will unite in determining the crop. The type of market avail-
able also may be a factor.

It may be possible to select some early crop and some of those
that mature later in order that one may participate in exhibitions
that are held during August and September. There may be a slight
disadvantage in growing the long-season crops in that the young
gardener must maintain and care for his crops throughout the
entire summer; for he must be sure not to neglect them during
the critical period of their growth through the summer and early
fall. This is obviated in growing the early or short season crops.
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VEGETABLES IN RELATION TO CLIMATE AND
LENGTH OF GROWING SEASON

Vegetable

Tender (T)
or

Hardy (H)
to frost

Warm (W)
or

Cool (C)
season crop

Short (5)
Medium (M)
or Long (L)
season crop Remarks

Bean -----------------T W M-L Good for all season.
Beet H C S-M Early or late crop.
Brussels

Sprouts H C L Usually too late for exhi-
bitions.

Cabbage H C M-L Early, main, or late.
Cauliflower.. H C M-L Fall crop.
Celery Med. H C L Fall crop.
Chinese

Cabbage H C S Fall crop.
Chard -------------- H C L Good all season.

(All season)
Carrot H C L Summer or fall crop.

(All season)
Corn, sweet T W M-L Crop good for all summer.
Cucumber T W L Good until frost.
Eggplant T W L Good until frost.
Endive H C S Makes good fall crop.
Kale, curly H C L Very hardy for all winter.
Kohl-rabi H C S Spring or fall crop.
Lettuce H C S Early or late crop.
Muskmelon,
Watermelon T W L Excellent fall exhibition

crop.

Omon Med. H (All season) L Excellent fall exhibition
crop.

Pea H C S Spring and early summer.
Pepper T L Excellent fall crop.
Pumpkin T W L Good fall crop to show.
Radish H C S Crop good at any time.
Spinach H C S Spring or fall crop.
Squash T W L Excellent fall exhibition

vegetable.
Tomato T Vsi L Excellent fall exhibition

vegetable.
Turnip H C S Spring or fall crop.

Whatever the selection of crops, the motto of the gardener
should be "Don't start anything that can't be finished." In other
words, the enthusiasm and eagerness with which the crops are
started in the spring should be continued and maintained through
the entire growing season in order that vegetables may be properly
grown to maturity and be in fine condition for exhibition in the fall.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE SEED ON THE CROP
The foundation of good crops is good seed. This is a truth

that applies to vegetables as well as to other farm crops produced
by club members. The character, yield, and quality of vegetables
are determined to a very great extent by the purity and breeding of
the seeds planted. Club members in other lines, such as poultry
husbandry, livestock, and various farm crops, take particular care
to see that the foundation of their work is sound, that they start
with well bred stock or selected seed. The results of this principle
are well known in producing animals or plants of uniformity and
high excellence. This same principle must be applied in buying
vegetable seed. Buy your seed from some well-known seed house
of a high reputation. If there is no means of your getting seed
from such a firm except by mail order, do not hesitate at all to send
away for your seed.

Ample time should be given to considering what seed is re-
quired, and one should be prepared to pay what is necessary to
purchase good seed, which invariably costs more than the poorer
grades. The seed cost in gardening work is probably the least of
all cost items, but at the same time seed selection is of the greatest
importance: hence the necessity of giving it careful consideration
before the growing season begins.

PROVED CROPS FOUND AMONG
STANDARD VARIETIES

Why is it important to grow certain varieties of each vege-
table produced?

The variety contains the characters of the vegetables just as
Bonny Best, for example, carries certain definite characters of
shape, size, color, and quality in a tomato. Learn to know vege-
tables by varietal names and to recognize their characters by obser-
vation.

The number of varieties of different vegetables is very large
but the following list includes some well known sorts that have
proved their value over many seasons:

AsparagusWashington.
Bcansbushgreen poddedStringless Green Pod, Full Measure.

Wax PoddedPencil Pod Black Wax.
PoleKentucky Wonder, Blue Lake, Oregon Giant.
ShellOregon Lima, Burpec's Bush Lirna.

BeetsEarly Model, Detroit Dark Red.
BroccoliGreen or sproutingCalabrcse.
BroccoliCauliflowerS. Valentine.
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Brussells' SproutsPerfection, Odense Market, Long Island Dwarf.
CabbageEarlyGolden Acre.

MainCopenhagen Market, Glory.
LateDanish Ballhead, American Savory.

CarrotChantenay, Nantes, Imperator.
CauliflowerSnowball.
CeleryGolden Self Blanching, Utah Green.
Chard, SwissFordhook, Broad white-ribbed dark-leaved.
Chinese CabbagePe Tsai, Wong Bok, Chihli.
Corn, SweetGolden Bantam, Golden Cross Bantam, Top Cross Bantam,

Golden Giant.
CucumberDavis Perfect, Longfellow, Chicago Pickling.
EggplantBlack Beauty, New York Improved.
KaleDwarf or Tall Scotch Curled.
Kohi-rabiWhite or Purple Vienna.
LettuceNew York 12, New York 515, Imperial 847.
MuskmelonHale's Best, Burrell Gem, Superfecto, Golden Beauty, Spear.
OnionYellow Danvers, Sweet Spanish, White or Wax Bermuda.
ParsnipHollow Crown.
PeaLaxton's Progress, Hundredfold, Dwarf Telephone, Stratagem,

Gradus, Alderman.
PepperCalifornia Wonder, Pimiento.
Potato, SweetNancy Hall, Porto Rico.
PumpkinWinter Luxury, Sugar Pie, Table Queen.
RadishScarlet Globe White-tipped.
RhubarbAny good plants from selected strain having good color.
RutabagaImproved PurpleTop Yellow.
SalsifySandwich Island.
SpinachThick leaf.
SquashWinter or true squash, Hubbard, Delicious, Golden Delicious,

Banana.
SquashSummerYellow Straightneck, Zucchini

(In reality pumpkin).
TomatoBonny Bcst, Pritchard, John Baer, Stokesdale.
TurnipPurple-Top White Globe, Golden Ball.
WatermelonHungarian Honey, Blackseeded Ice Cream, Kleckley's Sweet.

PLANTS FOR TRANSPLANTING
Several important vegetables included in a possible gardening

project are grown from plants that have been previously started
earlier in the season either under glass or in an outdoor seedbed.
Those plants that must be grown under glass for transplanting to
the garden at the proper season include tomato, early cabbage,
early head lettuce, pepper, eggplant, and celery. The vegetables that
are grown from plants started in an open or outdoor seedbed con-
sist of fall cabbage, cauliflower, curly kale, Brussels sprouts, broc-
coli, and late celery.

The young gardener who is intending to include in his project
vegetables of the first-named group must necessarily have suitable
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equipment in the form of hotbed sash and frame or a small green-
house in which to start the plants of tomato, pepper, etc., or in the
event that this equipment is not available, plants of the variety
desired must be purchased. While it is excellent practice for the
club member to grow and take care of the young plants in their
early stages, yet this may be impossible unless the glass equipment
be sufficiently good to insure the growth of good plants. Grow-
ing seedlings by the light of a window or in the general conditions
of a livingroom is undesirable. It would be better to purchase vig-
orous plants from a commercial grower, aiming to get the best
plants of the correct varieties regardless of cost.

In the event that plants can be grown at home, however, the
manure or flue-heated hotbed should be operated at such a time
that the plants are ready for the field at the proper season of trans-
planting. Of particular value is the flue or hot air heated bed that
is very simply constructed and once installed is always ready for
operation. It is maintained cheaply by a smouldering fire in the
firebox. See Circular 343. Extension Service mimeographed cir-
culars 258, 275, 342, and 343, dealing with plant growing and
methods of handling vegetable seedlings, can be obtained on request
from club agents or county agents.

In the second group of vegetables including late cabbage, etc.,
the plants are started in an outdoor seedbed, no glass equipment
being necessary. The seed is sown thinlyabout 18 to 24 seeds to
the lineal footin rows that are wide enough for a wheel cultivator
or shoe hoe, usually 18 to 22 inches apart. The time of seeding
for the members of the cabbage tribe is sometime during the second
or third week in May. Transplanting the young plants is done
about 7 weeks following seeding. Cabbage plants should preferably
be set out slightly earlier than cauliflower, which is usually trans-
planted during mid-July. Advantage should be taken of any cloudy
or showery weather during late June and early July to shift the
plants from the seedbed to the permanent place in the garden.
These dates are also suitable for curly kale, Brussels sprouts, and
celery. If no cold or cloudy weather prevails, shade the plants until
they are established and beginning to grow well, by means of a
shingle placed on the southwest side of the row.

In view of the fact that the seedbed plants of late cabbage,
etc., are likely to be infested with green worms and lice, it is recom-
mended that they be dusted once or twice as a protective measure
against these insects. Maggots, too, may be troublesome and if
known to be a pest in the vicinity the rows of young plants should
be treated with corrosive sublimate, 1 ounce to 12 gallons of water,
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soon after the plants are well up in the seedbed. The plants should
be carefully examined for maggots when being dug up before
transplanting to the garden.

USEFUL TOOLS IN GARDENING
Besides the usual variety of horse-drawn tools for preparing

the garden soil, much time, energy, and labor will be saved in the
use of certain hand tools in growing vegetables.

The hand seed drill will quickly and accurately plant many
kinds of garden seed. It must be properly adjusted and carefully
operated on land that is well prepared and smooth. A good wire
line attached at either end to a pointed iron rod with a handle is
conducive to straight rows, and obviates the trouble of a broken
line, so common with a twine marker. The long-handled push or
shove hoe is useful for early spring weeding and covers much
ground rapidly. Wheel hoes of various types are valuable in close
row cultivating and weeding. Young gardeners growing crops on
a more extensive scale may find it economical to operate one of the
several types of power cultivators and seeders that are on the
market or to cultivate between the rows with a horse-drawn culti-
vator.

THOROUGH SOIL PREPARATION THE BASIS OF
GOOD PLANT GROWTH

No farm land requires as much preliminary work in preparation
as the soil for the growing of vegetables. Good drainage, depth,
fineness, smoothness, freedom from coarse material and large clods,
etc., are essential characters of a good garden soil. The soil should
not be plowed or worked until it is physically right. If the land is
plowed too earlywhen still wetone may have to contend with
cloddy soil all the rest of the season. There should be little
trouble, however, in the young gardener being able to put the soil
in the finest state of preparedness for seeding or transplanting. The
extent to which soil moisture may be maintained during the summer
will depend very largely on the manner in which the soil is prepared
in the spring.

SOIL FERTILIZATION
Vegetables must grow steadily to provide the best yield and

quality, and to this end the soil must not only be in fine mechanical
condition but it must also contain an ample supply of available
plant food. There is not much danger of the club member having
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soil that is too heavily fertilized for vegetable growing, except in
one or two cases where some plants make too much vine growth
at the expense of fruit, as is sometimes the case in tomato growing.
In general, there is no better garden fertilizer than fine, well-rotted
stable manure, which should be spread evenly over the ground and
thoroughly incorporated with the soil.

Supplementary soil fertilization. Just as many hundreds of
club members buy special feed for the stock they are raising, so
growers of vegetables may sometimes find that a small amount of
money invested in some quick-acting commercial fertilizer may be
of great benefit in stimulating their vegetables. Commercial fer-
tilizer can be applied either by spreading some of the material
broadcast over the garden before seeding or transplanting in the
spring, or it can be applied as a side dressing to the rows of vege-
tables after they have started to grow or after the rows can be
plainly seen. Nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia alone may be
safely used to stimulate the growth of such early vegetables as
peas, early cabbage, spinach, green onions, beets, carrots and let-
tuce. The following amounts should be used in a side dressing
for 100 lineal feet of row in the garden, for rows at different dis-
tances apart:

Per 100 feet

Rows 8 inches apart ---------------------------- 6 to 8 ounces
Rows 12 inches apart ---------------------------- 9 to 12 ounces
Rows 18 inches apart---------------------------- 14 to 18 ounces
Rows 24 inches apart ------------------------ 1 to 1J pounds
Rows 30 inches apart ---------------------------- 11 to 2 pounds

This fertilizing material should be kept off the leaves and
stems, being placed 2 inches or so from the plants in the row,
preferably applied before, during, or just after a rain, so that the
fertilizer may become as quickly dissolved as possible.

If a complete vegetable fertilizer is used, such as the analysis
3-10-6, which can be bought from a fertilizer or seed merchant,
the amount for 100 lineal feet of row should be as follows:

Per 100 feet

Rows 12 inches apart ------------------------------------ 1 pounds
Rows 18 inches apart ------------------------------------ 21 pounds
Rows 24 inches apart ------------------------------------ 3 pounds
Rows 30 inches apart ------------------------------------ 3 pounds
Rows 36 inches apart ------------------------------------ 44 pounds

If desired, from 4 to 6 pounds of this complete fertilizer per
square rod may be broadcast over the garden area and harrowed
into the soil when it is being prepared in the spring.
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In the growing of such crops as melons, cucumbers, squash,
tomatoes, etc., a generous handful of this complete fertilizer may be
used to each hill or individual plant, being mixed with the soil just
previous to seeding or transplanting the plants. The fertilizer
should be well mixed with the soil.

Be cautious about the application of wood ashes. If they are
applied to excess, they make the soil too alkaline and unproductive.
If the soil is not acid, it will not need liming. Extension Bulletin
524 is a good reference on fertilizers.

DATES OF PLANTING VEGETABLES AND
CULTURAL DISTANCES

In order to economize on space in this publication, the garden
club worker is referred to Extension Bulletin 525, or 552 previ-
ously mentioned, for directions as to time and manner of seeding
or transplanting in the garden. Pages 2 and 3 of those publications
cover the entire subject of cultural directions for almost all garden
crops.

MAINTENANCE OF THE GARDEN CLUB PROJECT
Just as the livestock of club members requires daily care, so it

is necessary for the young vegetable grower to give regular attention
to the crops growing in the garden area. There are three import-
ant divisions of crop maintenance; first, weed control; second, main-
tenance of proper soil moisture; and third, pest control.

Cultivation of the soil should be done mainly for the purpose
of controlling weeds and maintaining a desirable physical condition
of the soil. It is not wise or necessary to cultivate frequently a
garden soil that already has a desirable mulch. If it does not rain
to make a soil crust, the soil mulch already present should be left
undisturbed.

Soil moisture. It must be remembered by the young gardener
that the best growing months of the year are the driest months. It
is necessary, therefore, to conserve all possible soil moisture unless
irrigation water can be applied to the vegetables, which will greatly
benefit them during the dry period. You can rest assured that both
the quantity and quality of the crops will be greatly improved by
the application of water, which should preferably be applied in
furrows alongside of the rows, giving the plants a thorough water-
ing infrequently rather than a light amount quite often. To grow
to the best advantage, vegetables need an inch of rainfall every 10
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days; so it can readily be understood how important irrigation is
during the dry periods of the summer. The furrows in which the
water flows down the rows should be closed up and cultivated just
as soon after the irrigation as the soil texture will permit, unless
the foliage of the crop covers the soil between the rows.

Information concerning various forms of irrigation equipment
and methods of irrigating can be obtained from club agents.

Pest control is a serious and most important feature of vege-
table growing. Whether or not the insect pest is controlled may
oftentinies mean success or failure in growing certain vegetables.
There are few crops, indeed, that are able to get by the season un-
injured by insects unless the grower himself takes steps to prevent
injury. Insects must positively be kept under control. Sonic of
the worst garden crop insects are the twelve-spotted beetle, lice of
various kinds, miscellaneous worms, such as the green cabbage-
worm, sweet corn ear-worm, cutworms, wireworms, flea-beetles,
etc. Each pest should be carefully observed by the young gardener,
its habits and injury properly diagnosed and the correct prescrip-
tion decided on to effect control. In general, dusting powder is
most useful in small gardening areas, arsenate of lead dust for the
worms and beetles and nicotine dust for the lice being standard
control materials. A useful general dust for either leaf eating or
sucking insects is a complete garden dust consisting of calcium
arsenate, nicotine sulphate, and a filler, which is usually sulphur or
lime. This complete dust can be obtamed from your nearest dealer
in fertilizers and insecticides. (See Extension Bulletin 551.)

SPECIAL CULTURAL HINTS FOR
CERTAIN VEGETABLES

For lack of space in this publication, complete details regard-
ing the growing and preparation for exhibit of all vegetables can
not be stated. However, the more important crops are discussed
briefly in the following paragraphs. To supplement this material,
the 4-H Club gardener may obtain mimeographed circulars on
individual vegetables from the office of the club agent.

Beans. Snap beans make a good crop in a vegetable project
particularly if the plants can be watered and made to bear pods
until the time of fall exhibition. If several plantings are made in
succession, there will be a continuous harvesting of tender snap
beans. The pole bean varieties are most productive and easiest to
harvest. Well fertilized ground will grow good yields of beans
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and watering will prolong the picking season and improve the
grade and quality of the pods. The 4-H Club gardener may find
it necessary to control the twelve-spotted beetle (see Extension
Circular 551, T/eqctable Crops Insect Pest Control Program). Do
not have the bean plants too close together in the row. The seed
should be sown in such quantity as to warrant one bean plant to
every 2 or 3 inches. If closer than this, the production will be
impaired. Do not call this vegetable a "string bean" but rather
"snap or stringless bean."

Beets. To have beets of proper size for late summer and fall
exhibition, seed should be sown about 65 to 70 (lays before the
desired time of harvesting. Spring sown seed will produce beets
that will be too large by the end of the summer. Beet sowings can
be made previous to or following a rain in June or early July, and
if the plants are watered at intervals thereafter, a nice CFO of fall
beets can he obtained. The seed should be sown carefully and
moderately thin, it being borne in mind that the seed itself is a fruit
producing more than one plant. The plants should be thinned to
stand 2 or 3 inches apart. Roots of not less than 2 inches or not
more than 3 inches in (liameter are most (lesirable. They should
be almost spherical with a thin neck and a fine, thin taproot.

Cabbage. To have good heads of cabbage in the fall, the
plants should be started in an open scedbed during April and trans-
planted after 6 or 7 weeks. From 90 to 100 days should be allowed
for growing the main crop of cabbage, and 120 to 130 days for late
varieties such as Danish Ballhead. Cabbage does not do well in
acid soil so liming the soil should help to make better plants and
heads. The soil should be fertilized either with well-rotted manure
or a complete fertilizer having an analysis of possibly 3-10-10. To
grow clean cabbage, dust or spray to control lice and green worms.
Begin to treat the plants soon after they are set out and they will
never become seriously infected. For exhibition and local market-
ing, 3- to 5-pound solid heads, trimmed weight, are best.

Cauliflower. This is the most refined member of the cabbage
tribe, and if one can grow good cauliflower, it is an indication of
one's ability as a gardener. This vegetable does not reach its peak
of perfection in central or western Oregon until the cool weather
of the fall. At that time the heads are finer in texture and color.
This crop matures a little too late for early fall exhibition but the
coast counties can produce fine cauliflower through the summer and
early fall. Handle as for cabbage but do not omit to tie the large
leaves over the small heads when they are first forming or are
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about the size of a teacup. Rich soil is necessary for fine cauli-
flower. A head measuring 4 to 6 inches in diameter, pure white,
and of the right maturity, that is a tight, unsegmented curd (head),
brings the best price and the first premium.

Celery. Fine celery can be grown in any area of the state
where the summers are not too warm. This vegetable is a good
one to be included in the vegetable projects of the coast counties.
If celery is to be shown in September, one should plan to start the
plant about 130 days before the fair or about April 15 to May
15, making two or three successive spring seedings so that the
plants may be of different sizes in the garden for continuous har-
vesting through the fall. For harvesting November celery the
plants should be set out about July 4 to 15. This crop requires a
rich soil and a good supply of water. The 4-H Club gardener who
is planning to grow celery should have a copy of the special circular
on this vegetable available at the office of the county or club agent.
Green celery is increasing in popularity, so learn how to grow this
crop as it is one of much interest and value.

Carrots. This crop generally is quite popular in 4-H Club
gardening. The most widely grown varieties of carrots are Chan-
tenay, Nantes, and Imperator. Approximately 75 to 85 days are
required to grow carrots of desirable size. The roots will be
straighter and smoother in soils of a sandy or a silt loam type and
irrigated carrots are improved in yield and quality. The seed is
small and must be sown carefully and thinly. Plants should stand
as for beets when thinned. Do not waste seed and extra time and
labor for thinning by seeding thickly.

Cucumbers. This crop is easy to grow but generally the main
trouble has been the tendency of the young gardener to plant too
early for fall exhibition with the result that the cucumbers are too
large and too old by September. To avoid this condition, a later
seeding should be made about 75 days before good fruits are desired.
For harvesting about September 15, seedings should be made in
late June or early July. Well fertilized soil in the hills and
thorough irrigation are requisites for fine cucumbers. Dark green
fruit of 8 inches in length and 2 inches in diameter is most
desirable.

Sweet corn. This vegetable will be in fine condition for early
fall harvesting if seed is sown 80 to 85 days before the desired
time of picking. For fairs and exhibitions in September, corn may
be sown about June 1 to 10. In past years too many young garden-
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ers have depended on the first sowing to produce ears for exhibi-
tion in the fall. Sweet corn seed should be sown every 2 weeks
until late June. It is better to plant corn in several short rows in the
form of a rectangle than in a few long rows. In the counties of the
state where the temperatures are cooler in the summer, more time
should be allowed for development of ears. The hybrid corn varie-
ties such as Top Cross Bantam and Golden Cross Bantam are
among the newer developments in sweet corn varieties and are
uniform in the production of a fine type of ear. Corn planted late
may have to be treated for control of earworms. Refer to Exten-
sion Circular 551.

Swiss chard. There are some fine new strains of Swiss chard
now available including Fordhook, Broad Ribbed dark green
leafed, and many others. This is a fine "cut and come again" vege-
table and a continuous producer from late spring to autumn's
frost. The seed should be sown thinly as the plants should stand
not closer than 8 to 12 inches apart in the row.

Eggplant. This is an especially useful vegetable for growing
in warm, interior valleys. A well-drained, warm soil with plenty of
water available is best for eggplant. It does not have as popular a
sale as some other vegetables, but the plants are productive and
reach their prime during late August and through September. A few
plants will suffice for the home garden or for exhibition as the
average plant produces four to five fruits. The plants are grown
like tomato plants but set closer together in the row. They are
subject to attack by the twelve-spotted beetle and must be kept
dusted with the All-In-One or calcium arsenate dust.

Lettuce. An excellent vegetable in an early garden project,
lettuce in the interior of the state is usually not of good quality
in early September. In the coastal areas, however, it makes a fine
development in the summer and early fall. To have good lettuce of
the New York variety, seed thinly and later thin out to 12 to 14
inches apart in the row. It is not true that lettuce plants must be
transplanted to make solid heads. Obtaining a good strain of seed
is of greater importance. Lettuce requires about 75 days to grow
from seed to the development of the head. A well fertilized but
not too rich soil is best. Heavily manured soil oftentimes will
cause leafy, soft heads subject to tipburn and slime. Good head
lettuce frequently can be grown by fertilizing the soil with a com-
plete commercial fertilizer such as night be used for cabbage.

Muskmelons. Where there is a season long and warm enough
to ripen the fruit muskmelons prove a popular crop. Cantaloupes
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of the netted type are in their prime by September fair and exhibi-
tion time. Plant a sufficient number of hills so that a good selection
of the fruit can be obtained, soil conditions being similar to those
for cucumbers. When melons are exhibited they should be ripe,
as little consideration can be given, except in certain cases, to
green, immature melons. For sections of the state having a short
season, grow melon plants in individual containers in a hotbed or
greenhouse and cap the plants when they are transferred to the
field, using a variety like Emerald Gem or Spear.

Onions. The full growing season from April to September is
required for onions, and the earlier seed is planted in April the
better start the plants may make before the hot weather. The
Danvers and Sweet Spanish varieties usually are planted from
seed whereas the Bermudas are grown from transplanted plants.
Onion sets of the average store type vary considerably in type of
dry onions produced later, and it would be best in growing dry
onions to use pedigreed seed. If onion plants can be irrigated there
will be an increased yield and greater uniformity although this is
not necessary on beaverdam ground. Onions are a useful crop be-
cause they are in good condition for fall exhibition, and they do not
have to be sold immediately as they keep well and are not perish-
able. They make a good crop for a single vegetable project. The
best onions are about 3 inches in diameter for Danvers and slightly
larger for Valencias. The neck should be thin and the base well
rounded. The bulbs should be well cured or matured before
storage.

Peas. Only in the coastal counties can one expect to find peas
available for exhibition in September, but early and main crops of
peas can be included profitably in an early vegetable crops project.
For successive pea pickings sow some of the early dwarf varieties
in succession, and during April seed of the later varieties such as
Stratagem and Alderman should be sown. The growth of pea vines
and pods may be improved by the use of side dressings with com-
mercial fertilizer (see pages 8 and 9 on the use of commercial fer-
tilizers). Keep the plants free from lice by early and regular dust-
ing or spraying. For the coast gardeners, the average pea varieties
require 70 to 75 days from seeding to the first harvest.

Pepper. This vegetable grows under conditions suitable for
tomatoes or eggplants but the plants are set closer together in the
row. Peppers require rich land and produce abundantly with irri-
gation, the fruits being at the peak of production in September.
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Pumpkin and squash. Each of these makes an acceptable crop
for a five crop project. Because they can be stored, the fruits are
useful throughout along season. True squash have round, thick,
rather soft stems. True pumpkins, which include all the so-called
summer squash, have thin, furrowed or ribbed stems that are rough
and hard. The seed should be sown as soon after the frosts as
possible. Do not overmanure the hills. Irrigated plants bear a bet-
ter sized fruit. Be on the lookout for the twelve-spotted beetle and
squash bug (see Extension Circular 551).

Tomato. One of the most popular and useful vegetables for
home use, sale, and exhibition is the tomato. The essentials for a
good tomato crop include a well-protected location, a well-drained
warm soil, good strong plants, sufficient soil fertilization to make
ample plant foliage, and good sized fruits. If possible to have
irrigation the water will prevent the fruit from being affected by
the blossom end or dry rot. A forkful of well-rotted manure applied
to the soil preferably 2 or 3 weeks before transplanting the plants
is helpful in stimulating a good plant growth. Superphosphate
also is a good tomato fertilizer. During the blossoming season
blossom clusters should be shaken occasionally in order to assist in
getting the fruit to set freely. Before the moisture gets too low in
July begin to irrigate to prevent dry rot. After the regular harvest-
ing season put the green or partly colored fruit away before frost
injures it and exercise care in determining that the fruit is not too
ripe if it is to be sent some distance for exhibition. Tomatoes will
color in transit and should be sound and free from blemish to stand
up well.

POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED IN THE PREPARATION
OF AN EXHIBIT

It was formerly considered the proper thing in exhibiting
vegetables to select and show the largest specimens regardless of
their market quality and value. During recent years, however,
there has been an entirely new conception of the value of an exhibit
of vegetables, so that now it is necessary for the club member to
bear in mind that the vegetable exhibit must consist of specimens
that have the characteristics of superior market quality and value.
Extreme sizes of products are undesirable.

1. SELECTION OF SPECIMENS
Select good sound vegetables that represent the variety as

closely as possible. Begin by taking the best specimens of any crop
to be shown and from these discard the inferior specimens until
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there are possibly 10 or 12 remaining. From these select very
carefully the number required for the exhibit, aiming to have the
specimens meet as fully as possible the requirements stated below.

The vegetables should be harvested with care, especially the
more tender and perishable ones, such as tomatoes. Bruises and
blemishes discount the scoring by the judge, so that it is very
necessary that there be no rough handling of any perishable vege-
tables.

2. EXHIBITS

Follow the instructions given in the garden project bulletin
stating the requirements of the exhibit in so far as number of
specimens is concerned, and be sure that the individual entry has
the required number of specimens in it.

3. MARKET CHARACTERISTICS

The most important points in determining the value of the
exhibit in the opinion of the judge will be those relating to the
market characteristics of the vegetable. Several points enter into
this condition which are listed as follows:

a. Uniformity of size. The word uniformity means all speci-
mens alike as far as possible. in putting vegetables on the exhibit
table it is preferable to have the individual specimens of medium
size. There is still a tendency on the part of some exhibitors to
show specimens that are too large and in some cases too small, it
is better to have a cabbage weighing from 3 to 5 pounds than one
weighing 10 pounds, or a plate of tomatoes that will average 4 to
6 ounces apiece rather than to have fruits weighing pound or
more. Roots such as carrots and beets should be of medium size
such as would be desirable for table use. The specimens, however,
should not be too small, as has been noted in some fairs in which
the value of exhibit has been impaired by the small size of the
specimens exhibited.

b. Uniformity of shape. It is desirable that all specimens in
an exhibit be as smooth and regular in outline as possible, for vege-
tables that have these characteristics are attractive and bring a
higher market price than those that are rough or irregular in out-
line. This is an important characteristic for almost all vegetables.

c. Uniformity in color. The importance in the uniformity
of color is well illustrated in the case of tomatoes, squash, celery,
onions, cauliflower, and other vegetables.
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d. Solidity. This is an important characteristic with some
vegetables, especially cabbage, head lettuce, and onions.

e. Cleanliness. The exhibit should be free from soil, foreign
material, and any such matter that would impair the general appear-
ance of the exhibit. Some vegetables such as beets, carrots, and
parsnips look very much better if they are washed, while others such
as tomatoes, peppers, etc., can be wiped off satisfactorily by the use
of a clean cloth. All the blemished outside leaves of cabbage and
cauliflower should be removed before the specimens are put on the
exhibit table.

f. Supply of exhibit material. Aim to grow a sufficient
quantity of exhibit material so that if the young gardener has won
premiums with his or her vegetables in a county or community
fair, and wishes to show at a later fair, a collection of fresh speci-
mens of vegetables may be obtained from the garden. This may
not be necessary in all cases, but will apply especially to those vege-
tables that are highly perishable and that wilt or bruise readily.
Good vegetables may be scored down considerably if they are in
poor condition.

SCORE CARD

The following are typical scorings for a single vegetable.
There will be of necessity a different score card for each vegetable
according to the particular characters and points of note.

ONION-5 BULBS TOMATO-5 FRUITS

Correct varietal forip ------------------ 20 Maturity and condition -------------- 25
Maturity and solidity ------------------ 25 Correct varietal form ---------------- 20
Size------------------------------------------------ 15 Size ------------------------------------------------ 15

Uniformity of exhibit ---------------- 20 Uniformity of exhibit -------------- 20
Color ---------------------------------------------- 10 Freedom from blemish -------------- 20
Freedom from blemish -------------- 10

100 100

ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS REGARDING
EXHIBITION OF VEGETABLE CROPS

1. Do not show any stock roots of any kind as representing
table roots. Likewise no varieties of field corn can have a place in
the table vegetable entries. These should be in the field crops
exhibit.

2. Years ago exhibitions contained usually and undesirably
large specimens of vegetables such as of beets, onions, cabbage,
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Carrots, squash, etc. Do not go to the other extreme and show
beets and onions of marble size or carrots a little larger in diameter
than a pencil or cabbage the size of baseballs. Observe the com-
mercial size of these crops on the market and exhibit accordingly.

3. Exhibitors should not show specimens of vegetables that
are not in a suitable condition, such as green tomatoes, ripe summer
squash, mature sweet corn, ripe cucumbers, green or immature
cantaloupes or watermelons. Crops in this condition have little or
no market value and, therefore, do not have a place on the show
table.

4. If exhibitions of vegetables are held early in the fall or even
in late summer, due consideration should be given by the judge of
exhibits to the possibility of some crops not having had a sufficiently
long season to become mature, such as winter squash, dry onions,
etc. Under such circumstances exhibits should not be scored down
because of this unavoidable immaturity of specimens.

5. It is especially unfortunate that in an otherwise good dis-
play some entries of a certain vegetable do not contain the required
number of specimens. If five roots are called for in a beet exhibit,
for example, this number must be shown, otherwise there is the
probability that the beet exhibit may be disqualified, which may
mean a loss of 15 points out of a possible 25 for a full score for
exhibits of five different kinds of crops.

6. Do not exhibit two varieties of the same kind of a crop,
such as Crookneck and Zucchini. Either one of these represents
the class of summer squash (in reality pumpkin, eaten when in an
immature state). See page 15 in the discussion of means of identi-
fying true squash and pumpkin by means of the stems of the two
kinds of fruit.

7. It is not desirable, except possibly in some unusual cases,
to include dried beans as part of the exhibit. Surely it is possible
to grow five crops for exhibition without having to put some dry
seeds in a jar as constituting a crop entry. In a seed display, this
might be feasible but in an exhibition of crops dry seeds are not
desirable.

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT FACTORS CONTRIBUTING
TO SUCCESS WITH A VEGETABLE CROP PROJECT

1. Choose carefully crops to be grown that are adapted to the
climatic conditions of the county. Choose also from among those
crops that make good late summer and fall vegetables for exhibition.
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2. Buy seed with the view of growing crops from it that are
true to type, high yielding, and of good market value. Plan the
seed-buying program early and aim to get the best, which is none
too good.

3. Standard varieties are best to grow. Novelties are all right
in a novelty exhibition but not on the exhibition table where com-
petition is keen.

4. Do not underestimate the necessity for a fertile piece of
land for vegetable growing. The successful gardener is usually a
careful but generous provider of plant food.

5. If the exhibition season is the main object of the gardener,
plan to start the crop so that it will be in prime condition of devel-
opment during the exhibition period.

6. Inasmuch as proper size of vegetable products is important
in exhibition, use recommended distances of planting. Crowded
plants grow less large than they should. Plants with too much
room may develop too large as is exemplified in the growing of
root crops.

7. Cultivation is chiefly concerned with weed control. Don't
disturb the mulch if one is already formed, and there is no rain nor
irrigation water to disturb it.

8. Vegetables have a high water content and in the warm
summers do best when provided with an inch of water every 10
days or so. This means irrigationcareful, thorough watering.

9. Use standard dusts or sprays for controlling insects. Few
vegetables can get by the season without the gardener's help in
keeping them protected from enemies. Be specific in your treat-
ments and understand why, how, and when dusting or spraying
should be done. Have on hand a copy of O.S.C. Extension Cir-
cular 551.

10. Careful choosing of specimens for the exhibition table is of
the greatest importance. Your best thought and attention may well
be given to the fine details and characters of crops that win
premiums.
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USEFUL PUBLICATIONS CONCERNING VEGETABLE
CROPS AND GARDENING OPERATIONS

Extension Bulletin 457 Planting the Subsistence Vegetable Garden
Extension Bulletin 487 Growing Fall and Early Winter Vegetables
Extension Bulletin 524 Fertilizers for Vegetable Crops
Extension Bulletin 551 Vegetable Insect Pest Control Program
Extension Bulletin 552 The Home Vegetable Garden
Extension Circular 258 Construction and Operation of the Cold Frame
Extension Circular 275 Growing Plants in the Manure-heated Hotbed
Extension Circular 282 A Monthly Schedule of Operations in Growing Vege-

tables
Extension Circular 31i Growing and Marketing Tomatoes
Extension Circular 342 'Growing Early Vegetable Plants under Glass
Extension Circular 343 The Flue-heated Hotbed in Growing Early Plants
Extension Circular 344 Sweet Corn Growing and Marketing
Extension Circular 345 Growing Canning Beets
Extension Circular 347 Growing and Marketing Green l'cas
Extension Circular 38 Lettuce Growing and Preparation for Market
Extension Circular 360 Cauliflower Growing and Preparation for Market
Extension Circular 361 Spinach Growing and Preparation for Market
Extension Circular 363 Growing Carrots for Canning and Freezing
Station Circular of Information 168 Hybrid Sweet Corn Strains
Station Circular of Information 213 Use of Boron in Growing Table Beets

Other crop Publications are available from the office of the county club
leader or the Clerical Exchange, Oregon State College, Corvallis.
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